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ABSTRACT 
 

Curriculum is the subjects comprising a course of study in a school or college. Or to simplify, 

curriculum is a guideline of theoretical study which is applied practically. It must be correct if 

curriculum is the design of how the teaching-learning will be conducted that is usually made by 

lecturers. However, there must be some different opinions from one lecture with another 

lecturer dealing with what approach is suitable.  This study aims to know which approach is 

better in designing curriculum for language learners in Higher Education and the importance of 

lecturerôs role in designing it. By using qualitative method,  the writer collected the data by 

giving questionnaire to some lecturers that were involved as curriculum designers. 
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1. Introduction  

  ñCurriculum is an academic plan that consist of eight elements; they are 

purpose, content, sequence, learners, instructional processes, instructional 

materials, evaluation that enrich learning. (Stark and Lattuca,2009). From the 

statement above, it is quite clear that curriculum has an important point in 

teaching and learning process. Here, curriculum stands as the key of teaching 

and learning process which means that curriculum and its design will give direct 

impact in the content, process, and also output. In designing it, content, process 

and also output of every curriculum has to be clear, and suitable with the need of 

the learners. Designers need to pay attention to the learners and also society that 

keep changing from time to time, and it changes their needs, for learning, for 

sure.  

  There are three approaches that is stated from Richard (2013) in 

designing curriculum for language learners; They are forward, process, and 

backward. Each of those approaches has its own characteristic, such as starting 

point, output or result, and etc. That becomes the reason why we cannot choose 

one approach and judge another before we take a look on the learners as the 

target.  

  Lecturer as a facilitator that leads teaching and learning process has a big 

role in designing curriculum. It is clearly explained on Undang-UndangNomor 

12 Tahun 2012 Pasal 35 Ayat 2on curriculum that 

statesKurikulumPendidikanTinggidikembangkanolehsetiapperguruantinggideng

anmengacupadaStandarNasionalPendidikanTinggiuntuksetiap program studi 

yang mencakuppengembangankecerdasanintelektual, akhlakmulia, 

danketerampilan. It deals with lecturers who have big role in designing 

curriculum for their own students in higher education, since they are people who 

face them almost everyday and know what exactly becomes their needs, wants, 

lacks. 
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